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No one likes a delay, but we know that you would rather know about it before your  
patient calls you! 
 

With our Order Delay Notification platform,we are able to quickly and efficiently inform 
you of job delays through email! To ensure we have your preferred email address on file 
to send these notifications, please fill out our quick form at: tinyurl.com/OptogenicsODN 

You Can Receive Order Delay Notifications to Your Email Address! 

New Transitions® XTRActive® Polarized™ lenses are the only and best ever 
photochromic polarized lenses,1 specially designed for wearers who are very 
light sensitive and are frequently exposed to very bright light and reflective 
glare.  
 

Transitions XTRActive Polarized lenses combine an exclusive multi-layer matrix 
with new Transitions XTRActive broad-spectrum dyes for more darkness and 
new ultra-fast dichroic dyes for polarization. 

Visit the Transitions folder in our Document Center at optogenics.com for the new sales aid. 

1. Compared to clear to dark photochromic lenses. 2. Based on tests across materials on gray lenses @ 23°C, using ISO 12312-1 standard. 3. Based on tests on polycarbonate gray lenses, up to 10% darker than the previous generation @ 23°C and 
up to 5% darker @ 35°C. 4. Compared to clear to extra dark photochromic lenses. Transitions XTRActive Polarized polycarbonate gray lenses filter 35% of Harmful Blue Light indoors in a clear state. “Harmful Blue Light” is calculated between 380nm 
and 460nm. 5. Based on tests on polycarbonate gray lenses compared to the previous generation, fading back to 65% transmission @ 23°C. 6 Based on tests on polycarbonate gray lenses, up to 10% darker than the previous generation @ 23°C and 
up to 5% darker @ 35°C. 7. Based on tests across materials on gray lenses, achieving transmission below 45% @ 23°C behind a standard windshield. The lens achieves a polarization efficiency of 30% behind the windshield, which is not classified as 
being “polarized”.  

Powered by a broader spectrum of both UV and 
visible light, TransitionsXTRActive Polarized 
lenses are clear indoors with a hint of protective 
tint and capture more light energy to get extra 

dark outdoors
6
 and even activate in the car.
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NEW XTRACTIVE DYES 

The true magic behind these lenses is provided by 
proprietary, ultra-fast dichroic dyes that give the 
lenses the ability to dynamically polarize - going 
from no polarization indoors to up to 90% of 

polarization efficiency outdoors.
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EXCLUSIVE MULTI-LAYER MATRIX 

Transitions XTRActive Polarized lenses replace the  
current generation of Transitions Vantage lenses. 

Transitions
®
 XTRActive

®
 Polarized™ Lenses Now Available! 
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Have You Enrolled in Pair 50 for 2022? 

Two Great Solutions for Fogged Up Lenses 

In the past, fogging of lenses used to be bothersome only occasionally or during 
certain activities, but now wearing a face mask has become a part of our daily lives 
and in some localities, may even be required by law. This can keep us from seeing 
the world clearly as a result of fog on lenses that blocks our vision. 
 

Essilor® Anti-Fog AR is a NEW solution for this challenge! Essilor Anti-Fog AR 
features: 
 
• Anti-Fog coating on the back side of the lens which repels fog especially when  
wearing face masks 
• No-Glare coating on the front side of lens which reduces glare, water, smudges 

and is easy to clean 
• Permanent solution which does not require wipes or drops for anti-fog activation 
• Available with only Airwear® polycarbonate lenses and a wide variety of designs including Varilux®, Essilor PALs, Eyezen™ and 

single vision lenses 
• Best suited for patients bothered by fog on lenses due to wearing face masks 

OPTIFOG LENSES have a breakthrough 
top layer with fog-repellent properties. 
The Optifog Activator Cloth has the 
power of anti-fog molecules to double 
the benefits of a regular cleaning cloth. 
Optifog is available on new lenses only 
and cannot be applied to existing 
lenses. 
 

Two options of Optifog lenses are 
available: 
 

• Crizal®Optifog lenses offer complete UV protection on the front    
and back side of the lens, reduce glare, resist scratches and  repel 
dirt in addition to protection against fog 

 

• TD2® Optifog lenses resist scratches and protect against fog 

Every Day 

Clean lenses with  
Activator Cloth 

Every 2 Weeks 

Wash lenses  
with water 

Every 3 Months 

Replace  
Activator Cloth 

With the Optifog Activator Cloth, anti-fog properties are  
activated every time patients clean their Optifog lenses.  

Simply wipe Optifog lenses with the Activator Cloth  
provided for long-lasting protection against fog. 

To continue to participate in our  
Pair 50 program  in 2022, please visit  

partnershiprewards portal.com,  
log in and Click “Enroll Now”  
on the 2022 Pair 50 banner.  


